
Two Years of Covid and its 
Aftermath:

A Christian Doctor’s Reflection



My Claims and Disclaimers

• 3 Claims: I am a doctor, I am a Christian, and I 
am of certain political persuasion

• 3 Disclaimers: I am not giving medical advice, I 
am not challenging your Christian doctrines, I 
am not telling how to vote



A Biblical Text
Daniel 5: Belshazzar, the writing on the wall-

mene mene tekel parsin. Daniel a man with a 
keen mind, knowledge and understanding, 
interprets dreams, explains riddles, and solves 
difficult problems

Throughout human history, God calls His people 
in a sociopolitical context eg Moses, Elijah, 
Jeremiah and Daniel

Jesus was given in the time of Rome, a world 
power



The Extraordinary 2 years
• We are one of the highest jabbed nations in 

the world 

• People are suffering mental health problems 
especially young people

• Young peoples’ education is affected

• Small businesses have gone bust

• We are still the Divided Nation of Australia

• Aussie debt: A$963,000,000,000 45.1%GDP

• US debt: USD$29,000,000,000,000 134%GDP



Meanwhile…Enter Omicron
• 70 times more infective in the upper respiratory 

track and 10 times less infective in the lungs

• Less likely to produce syncytial disease in the lungs 
which cause cytokine storm which kills people 

• Asymptomatic patients are 3 times less likely to be 
admitted to hospital

• Symptomatic patients are 2 times less likely to be 
admitted to hospital

• Once admitted 70% less hospital stay

• Survival rate of 99.7%



Omicron Smashes Delta
• My sharing with Pastor Paul:

• That Omicron will displace Delta

• That Omicron will render the narrative of universal 
and mandatory vaccine irrelevant

• Upper respiratory diseases need IgA 

• Vaccines produces IgG

• Omicron cannot be contained

• Omicron causes revision of health strategies eg
definition of close contact, duration of isolation, PCR 
to RAT



Some studies that MSM aren’t 
interested in 

• NHS figures in UK between 2020 to September 2021: 
Death certificate with only Covid-19 written-total 
death 17,371, Over 65 13,597, Under 65 3,774, 
Average age 82.5

• CDC Data on California and New York patients: 
Natural immunity is as good as, if not better than 
vaccine

• Japanese drug company Kova Co Ltd: Ivermectin 
effective 83% as prophysis, 64% early treatment, 39% 
late treatment

• mRNA vaccines associated with 84 times increase in 
myocarditis



Some news that MSM aren’t 
interested in 

• BMJ article on whistle blowers in the drug study by 
Pfizer before the release of the mRNA vaccine

• Johns Hopkins study about lockdown which does not 
save life

• BMJ asking for Pfizer to release raw data on the 
study of the mRNA vaccine

• The Canadian Freedom Convoy of 70km long 
truckies. Justin calls these people white supremist!



Meanwhile…overseas

• Boris Johnson and his staff had a nice Christmas 
party 2020 when UK was in a lockdown

• Now, Boris as lifted all restriction, lockdown and 
passport

• Most of Europe are normalizing eg Denmark, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Ireland etc

• Can someone explain why Israel has such a high 
infectious rate and death rate as a highly vaccinated 
nation including a 4th jab?

• The European Medicine Agency warns that multiple 
boosters can lead to a weakened immune system



Meanwhile…overseas
• Justin Trudeau calling those who oppose vaccine 

mandate racists and misogynists. 

• Emmanuel Macron promised to p--- off the 
unvaccinated and making life difficult for them

• Jacinda Arden’s draconian approach to the pandemic

• WHAT DO ALL THESE LEADERS HAVE IN COMMON?...

• Young Global Leaders selected by Klaus Schwab!!

• Reiner Fuellmich and the Grand Jury in the Court of 
Public Opinion

• UK Lawyer Hannah Rose filed a complaint on behalf 
of the peoples of UK with the International Criminal 
Court



The role of the 
World Economic 

Forum and Big Tech 
as the final arbiter 
of “truth” with its 

fact checkers troop



My disappointment 
with the Church:

Her silence on the 
matter of the 
Government 

Overeach



The Christian 
Church is called to 
be the Prophet to 

the world!



The Erosion of Freedom

What is the Christian idea of 
Freedom? Genesis 1 & 2 
Is Freedom a sacred gift?
Does this define our humanity?



What is the writing on 
the wall for you?

Covid-19 and its aftermath is a 
defining moment for every 
Christian. How you read the writing 
on the wall will determine how you 
live your life from this time forth!



What is your belief?
A one in a hundred years pandemic

Draconian Government in grabbing power

Opportunistic Big Pharm to prey on the world 
population

World Economic Forum with its agenda of 
collapsing the world economy and creating a 
technocracy

A prelude to the One World Government

A sign of the Rapture



How we live our life now 
has a profound impacts 

on our children and 
grandchildren

Our response to Covid-19 and its 
aftermath will determine the world 
that we leave the future 
generations!



I Have a Dream
Of living out the Kingdom of God on earth

Of living out my mandate to be fruitful and 
subdue the earth

Of living out a life of freedom as God intends 
me to be

Of exerting godly influences wherever I am

So that my children and my children’s children 
will live in a better world than me

This is the Christian heritage that I will pass on 
to them



God says-----
We are chosen  1 Peter 2:9
We are a royal priesthood 1 Peter 2:9 
We are a holy nation 1 Peter 2:9
We are victors and not victims 1 John 5:4 
We  are a family John 1:12

What is your response to God?


